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I．ード線部(1)~(4)を和訳しなさい◇

(1) � Studies show that certain colors 

have an effect on our mood, feelin勺s, and behavior. Colors affect everythinp; from how we feel 

and act to what we wear, how we decorate, and how we advertise. 

It is important to understand why certain colors are used to promote products or 

create a specific kind of environment at home or at the office. Colors can send a positive or 

negative message or simply make people more cautious. 

The color blue is perfect for individuals who want peace and quiet. Blue represents 

water, the source of life. For this reason, blue is thought to have a relaxing effect on the mind 

and body. (2) �ular choice for bedrooms. Blue 

also im 四四翌

countries wear blue. On the other hand, blue can also be cold and uncaring. Too much blue 

can make us feel sad. 

Have you ever thought about why doctors and nurses wear white? 、Nhite is a 

common color in hospitals and medical facilities because it promotes cleanliness. \\!bite is also 

used in advertisements for medical products, low-fat food, and dairy products for the same 

reason. 

Happiness, laughter, and sunshine all bring a certain color to mind. If you guessed 

yellow, you are right! Yellow grabs our attention, helps us be more creative, and makes us 

concentrate. 

(3) Green is a refreshing color that svmbolizes ho1)e and growth. This color has 

traditionally_l:,C!_enusedin literature to represent nature and life. ln the last ZO years, we have 

seen a number of� the environment. 

This phrase is used when people start to reduce the harm that their living does to the Earth. 

(4) �.,.. colors brighten our lives and affect our feelings and actions in many 

different wa�bout colors, think about the 

n1cssa�ou. 

(Akihiko Sato and Valerie Tidwell, Rc,1ding Success J. Tokyo: Seibido, 2018, pp.8-9) 
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